Abstract This paper intends to provide theoretical basis for matching design of hydraulic load simulator (HLS) with aerocraft actuator in hardware-in-loop test, which is expected to help actuator designers overcome the obstacles in putting forward appropriate requirements of HLS. Traditional research overemphasizes the optimization of parameters and methods for HLS controllers. It lacks deliberation because experimental results and project experiences indicate different ultimate performance of a specific HLS. When the actuator paired with this HLS is replaced, the dynamic response and tracing precision of this HLS also change, and sometimes the whole system goes so far as to lose control. Based on the influence analysis of the preceding phenomena, a theory about matching design of aerocraft actuator with HLS is presented, together with two paired new concepts of ''Standard Actuator'' and ''Standard HLS''. Further research leads to seven important conclusions of matching design, which suggest that appropriate stiffness and output torque of HLS should be carefully designed and chosen for an actuator. Simulation results strongly support that the proposed principle of matching design can be anticipated to be one of the design criteria for HLS, and successfully used to explain experimental phenomena and project experiences. 
Introduction
Hydraulic load simulators (HLS) have found wide applications in testing and hardware-in-loop simulation in the research of flap servo actuators of aerocraft flight control systems. As a typical torque servo system with strong motion disturbance, HLS is mainly used to load an aerodynamic torque on an aerocraft position servo actuator. 1, 2 Assembly of HLS unit is composed by torque sensor, hydraulic vane motor and its torque servo system. Structure of a typical hardware-in-loop load simulator for aerocraft test is shown in Fig. 1 with three parts: (1) hydraulic cylinder driving aerocraft angle control actuator, about which mounted stiffness factor of cylinder body is considered. (2) flap with inertia, elasticity and viscosity load. (3) HLS, which is stiffly connected with the actuator. The precise complex model of HLS is shown in Appendix A.
Traditional researchers in HLS domain always focus on the optimization of control parameters with an actuator [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the improvement of nonlinear suppression. [11] [12] [13] Experimental results and project experiences indicate different ultimate performances of a HLS: performance of HLS does not remain the same with different actuators. When we replaced the actuator with another one, the dynamic response and tracing precision of HLS also changed. Sometimes the whole system goes so far as to lose control. We used a 600 NAEm HLS to test the torque mode close loop frequency response (90°phase-lag) in three different states defined in Appendix D. The experimental result [1] of each state is excited by a 100 NAEm swept sine reference of torque signal. In each state, the parameters of HLS controller have been optimized to obtain the best performance. In static locked-rotor state, the response data is no less than 80 Hz; in self-calibration state, it is 80 Hz; with a 300 NAEm actuator, it decreases to 50 Hz.
This phenomenon indicates that different statuses and actuators bring non-identical effects to the HLS. Thus we focused on the influence of aerocraft actuator on HLS in Ref., 1 in which some principles and conclusions of this influence were analyzed and presented in the form of mathematic transfer function, which related to the load stiffness of aerocraft actuator.
Based on the influence principle, this paper focuses on matching design of HLS with aerocraft actuator. We try to provide the basis and conclusions for matching design, which are expected to overcome the difficulties to put forward the appropriate performance requirements of HLS in hardwarein-loop test for actuator designers.
In Section 2, this paper begins to hit the high spots of principles and conclusions concerned with the influence of actuator on HLS presented in Ref. 1 In Section 3, a set of theoretical principles on the basis of further research in matching problems about HLS with actuator are proposed. In Section 4, the principles of matching design are examined and certified by the fact that simulation results are in concordance with experimental phenomena and experience. A series of important conclusions listed in Section 5 provides the foundation for matching design of HLS with actuator. The paper ends up with drawing some conclusions in Section 6.
Principle of influence of actuator on HLS 1
Conventional HLS research 8, 14 suggests that the angle output h f (All of the notations are explained in Appendix C) of actuator is an independent motion disturbance of HLS, and the superposition principle can be applied since h f is orthogonal with all the state variables of HLS. Traditional HLS model has two kinds of input of spool displacement servo valve x vm and h f , and its torque mode could be considered as the static locked-rotor status while h f = 0. But in fact, it is not the truth when the dynamic stiffness [15] [16] [17] of actuator position control is considered. Actuator is a typical position control system with time-variant torque disturbance load. 18 The dynamic flexibility U a and stiffness c a of actuator in close loop mode are defined in transfer function as
Note that actuator with higher stiffness and lower flexibility can bear stronger load disturbance while U a and stiffness c a are negative.
G a (S) is close loop transfer function of actuator and M l = G l (h f À h l )is the time-variant load disturbance of actuator. Then the model of actuator is
It is indicated in Eq. (2) that h f is not orthogonal or independent but related to some state variables of HLS, so the influence of HLS on actuator is verified by G a (S) and c a (S). Yet angle reference signal h r of actuator is the output of flight control computer, which is orthogonal with system state variables. And h r must be used as the independent motion disturbance of HLS according to the superposition principle in model research.
Deduced from Eq. (2) and Eqs. (A12) and (A13) in Appendix A, the new model of HLS-Actuator system is 
From the principle of this influence in the form of transfer function shown in Eqs. (6) and (7), we can reach two conclusions.
Conclusion 1 1 Influence of actuator on HLS torque dynamic response
It is indicated by Eq. (6) that the open loop transfer function of HLS is directly influenced by actuator dynamic stiffness c a through the combined stiffness X(S). The characteristic of actuator dynamic stiffness can be considered as a variable mechanical spring which can filter the dynamic response of HLS system. If the actuator dynamic stiffness is the lowest one of all the stiffness factors, then the ultimate performance of HLS is determined by actuator. The transfer function of HLS seems to establish no relation with close loop transfer function G a (S) of actuator; however the zeros of c a and the poles of G a (S) are the same, as the numerator of c a equals the denominator of G a (S). Thus the close loop poles of actuator will influence HLS together with other factors. 
The Eq. (8) can be transformed to
and
Then, Eq. (9) is converted into
According to the superposition principle, two open loop transfer functions can be separated from Eq. (12) . First, the open loop transfer function of HLS from spool displacement servo valve x vm to output of torque sensor M m is
Second, the open loop transfer function against stronger motion disturbance from the actuator angle reference signal h r to output of torque sensor M m is
Two conclusions can be reached by comparing Eq. (12) with non-actuator form Eq. (B5).
Conclusion 3 The influence of actuator on denominator polynomial of HLS transfer functions is indicated by an extra e D factor, which is only related to close loop stiffness of actuator. It can be determined from the definition of e D that e D fi 0 when running without actuator, because |c a (S)| is infinite, and according to the definition of X(S), X(S) fi G l . Then HLS transfer function described by Eq. (13) is one without actuator. After all, to reduce the effect of actuator on frequency characteristics of HLS, it is required that
Conclusion 4 The influence of actuator on the motion disturbance term of numerator polynomial of HLS transfer functions is indicated by an extra e D factor, which is related to both load close loop stiffness and frequency response of actuator. It can be determined from the definition of e N (Eq. (10)) that e N fi 1 when running without actuator, because |c a (S)| is infinite, h f = h r , that is G a (S) = 1, and likewise X(S) fi G l . Then HLS transfer function described by Eq. (14) is one without actuator.
Equations and derivations about the influence of actuator on HLS in Section 4 are confirmed by the last two conclusions.
As to the simple model for HLS applied in this section, load stiffness G l is a generalized concept. To be more exact, it should be interpreted as comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t of HLS, which is converted by the lumped-mass method. G t includes connection stiffness of actuator and HLS as well as the stiffness of other mechanical elements of HLS, and it can also be reflected by the maximal output torque of HLS. With regard to the multiple stiffness model in Appendix A, G t is the combination of G l , G s and G m , that is
Likewise, load inertia in the simple model is also a generalized lumped-inertia concept. It is actually the equivalent total mechanical inertia of HLS, that is
Thus, these two concepts of HLS, comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t and equivalent total mechanical inertia J t , are applied to the discussion below.
Observation of the determined Eq. (11) of e D leads to the following important conclusions.
Conclusion 5 If the matching relationship between comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t of a HLS and static load stiffness |c a0 | of an actuator is described as
then the influence of this actuator on the HLS is negligible and this set of actuator and HLS are individually matched to each other. In addition, if the maximal torque of actuator approximates to that of HLS, this actuator will be regarded as Standard Actuator of the HLS, and this HLS shall be regarded as Standard HLS of the actuator. In this case, frequency response of HLS with actuator approximates to that in static locked-rotor status without actuator. It means the close loop frequency response of HLS in static locked-rotor status can represent the loading capability of Standard Actuator. This frequency response of HLS in static locked-rotor status can be compared with requirements to regulate the design.
Explanation for Conclusion 5 When G t is much less than |c a |, namely G t =jc a0 j 6 0:05, X(S) fi G l . The oscillation element of (J l S 2 /G l + B l S/G l + 1) must be designed to be higher than the required bandwidth x sm of HLS, so that e D
Simulation of matching principles of HLS with actuator
In order to simulate the influence of actuator on HLS firstly, an HLS with its maximal torque 2300 NAEm is considered to be the subject investigated, and all its parameters are shown in Table 2 of Ref.
1
A 1600 NAEm actuator with parameters in Table 3 of Ref. 1 and a 40 NAEm actuator with parameters in Table 4 of Ref. The simulation results of absolute value of actuator's dynamic flexibility is shown in Fig. 2 as different actuators have Fig. 3 shows the open loop frequency response of HLS from spool displacement x vm of HLS servo valve to output M m of torque sensor. The solid line represents the HLS response in static locked-rotor mode when h f = 0, while the broken line represents the HLS response with 1600 NAEm actuator when h r = 0. 1 Fig. 3 indicates that the actuator can influence the resonance peak and reduce the speed of response due to the dynamic spring stiffness of actuator. 1 Simulations in Ref. 1 also compared the open loop and close loop frequency response of HLS with different actuators to reproduce the experimental phenomenon.
To be convenient for research of matching design, another HLS under the maximal torque of 60 NAEm and peak velocity of 600 (°)AEs À1 is considered to be the subject investigated with parameters shown in Table 1 .
The two different actuators mentioned above are simulated with these two types of HLS respectively, so that the matching relationship of these three different matched pairs of actuators and HLS shown in Fig. 4 can be investigated thoroughly: (1) 2300 NAEm HLS--1600 NAEm actuator; (2) 2300 NAEm HLS--40 NAEm actuator and (3) 60 NAEm HLS--40 NAEm actuator.
The investigation of matched pair 60 NAEm HLS--1600 NAEm actuator is meaningless so that it is abandoned.
Validation procedures of Conclusion 5 Comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t of each HLS can be obtained from Eq. (16) The relationships between c a0 and G t of these matched pairs are concluded as follows based upon parameters of the two actuators and two types of HLS, together with the two above equations and the two above static load close loop stiffness of two actuators.
(1) 2300 NAEm HLS--1600 NAEm actuator: other words, the actuator has a strong impact on HLS with great movement of its open loop poles affected by e D . The performance of 2300 NAEm HLS, which has been well adjusted without actuator before, is not guaranteed any more.
To testify the analysis above, the open loop frequency response of HLS with actuator for each of these three matched pairs is simulated. The simulation curves are shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 indicates that change of the actuator from 1600 NAEm to 40 NAEm with the HLS remaining 2300 NAEm leads to a marked difference in open loop frequency response. The resonance peak reduces sharply to nearly 50 Hz, and stability phase margin drops badly.
After changing the HLS from 2300 NAEm to 60 NAEm with the actuator remaining 40Nm, in open loop magnitude-frequency curve, the resonant peak at 50 Hz disappears and gain is decreased in low-frequency range. The phase performance is also much better because the rapid lag in the low-frequency range below 40 Hz of phase frequency response also disappears and stability phase margin increases.
These simulation results have verified Conclusion 5. Both matching pairs 2300 NAEm HLS--1600 NAEm actuator and 60 NAEm HLS--40 NAEm actuator have desired performance; on the other hand, 2300 NAEm HLS--40 NAEm actuator can bring damage to the system.
Matching design of HLS with actuator
On the basis of the verified Conclusion 5, the following theoretical principles can be summarized to instruct the matching design of actuator and HLS.
Conclusion 6: When pair up an HLS with a variety of actuators, make sure that maximal output torque of these actuators approximates to but not much less than this HLS, and meets the requirements in Conclusion 5, or it must be replaced by another suitable HLS.
It is recommended that the torque redundancy of HLS should be appropriate, that is the torque of HLS should be either the same with actuator or slightly larger. It is not correct to cover a wide range of actuators in terms of the maximal loading torque for an oversize HLS does not complement a small actuator perfectly.
Explanation for Conclusion 6: Conclusion 5 helps to determine if an HLS matches an actuator. As a matter of fact, the static stiffness of actuator |c a0 | is already known, and the comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t is adjustable in design. With a larger maximal output torque of HLS, the comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t will also be larger, which implies a connection between the maximal output torque of HLS and Eq. (18) which proves Conclusion 6.
When we use an oversize HLS to a small torque actuator, the comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t of HLS will decrease because of the thinner output shaft of actuator. The decrease of G t compensates the stiffness degradation of actuator to a certain extent according to Eq. (18), but the decrease of the mechanical resonant frequency of HLS leads to a lower bandwidth of the whole system. Thus, it is not advisable to match a small torque actuator with an oversize HLS.
In traditional philosophy of HLS design, it is recommended to increase the mechanical resonant frequency
as much as possible, so that G t is tried to increase as far as possible with the total inertia J t fixed. 15 The mechanical resonant frequency should be larger than the required bandwidth of HLS with some relative margins. Based on lots of project experiences in HLS design, the margins is needed to be at least 20% to ensure the closed-loop system stability in expected bandwidth, so that is
where, x mr = 2pf mr . Solve the equation right above with Eq. (18) 
By analyzing Eqs. (22) and (23), the following conclusion can be reached.
Conclusion 7:
As for a specific actuator with bandwidth f a (Hz) and inertia J t , static stiffness |c a0 | (NmAErad À1 ), the matched standard HLS must satisfy the following performance.
Firstly, close loop bandwidth f mr of the HLS and f a of the actuator must satisfy the following relationship:
Secondly, substitute Eq. (24) into Eq. (23), then the comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t of this standard HLS ought to satisfy the equation as follows.
The HLS designed by the rule shown as Eq. (25) must match this actuator.
Thirdly, frequency response of the designed HLS in static locked-rotor status can represent its characteristics with a real actuator.
Explanation and verification for Conclusion 7 The purpose of loading test is to inspect capability of actuator controller against load torque fluctuation. The fluctuation of load torque can result in changes of acceleration control loop of actuator. For hydraulic actuator, the load pressure of cylinder can rapidly respond to the load fluctuation. Thus, HLS is required to reappear with the influence to load pressure of actuator cylinder, so that the HLS should have the same rapid frequency response as the acceleration control loop of actuator at least. The bandwidth of internal acceleration control loop of a normal position control actuator must be larger than twice of the bandwidth of external position control loop, as confirmed in Eq. (24).
To testify Eq. (25), the following numerical operations with two kinds of actuator are performed.
(1) 1600 NAEm actuator , which falls outside the range of inequation above. The 1600 NAEm actuator will affect this HLS a little bit, which dovetails with the simulation results in Fig. 3 . An adequate Standard HLS for 1600 NAEm actuator should have a bandwidth larger than 49.4 Hz and meet the stiffness condition above, so that comprehensive shaft stiffness G t of the 2300 NAEm HLS need to be enhanced. Supplement for Conclusion 7 Theoretically, comprehensive mechanical stiffness G t of HLS could be infinitely great by designer, not to mention breaking the limit of 0.05|c a0 |, and the stiffness of this HLS can be ultrahigh. This theory is not in contradiction with the theories in this paper, since it only indicates that the actuator with stiffness |c a0 | is not the Standard Actuator for this HLS with ultrahigh stiffness. Moreover, bandwidth of the HLS with this actuator will plummet even if bandwidth of the HLS is larger than 300 Hz in static locked-rotor status.
In other words, frequency response of HLS is limited by the performance of actuator. It is inadvisable to increase G t blindly when the inertia is required to be fixed, because this will not only lead to cost increase, but also break up the matching relationship between HLS and actuator. Actuator becomes the major factor that influences system performance, so frequency response of the actuator-HLS system can never reach the level of that in static locked-rotor status.
Conclusions
Based on the phenomena which reveal the influence of actuator on HLS, this paper intends to probe into the nature of the influence. After analyzing and illustrating the influence principles of actuator on HLS by stiffness, systematic investigations into the matching problems about HLS with actuator propose a set of principles which will contribute to the matching design process. Several research conclusions are reached as follows.
(1) Open loop frequency response of HLS is seriously influenced by dynamic stiffness of actuator, so is the stability of HLS. Dynamic stiffness is one of the major factors that have effects on the ultimate performance of the whole system, for the resonant frequency formed by actuator stiffness is the lowest one of the whole system. (2) The open loop transfer function of HLS against stronger motion disturbance is influenced by both dynamic stiffness and frequency response of actuator. To put it another way, the original surplus-force is decided by the same two factors. The controller with surplus-force eliminated must be adjusted after changing actuator. (3) If the comprehensive mechanical stiffness of HLS is less than 5% of the static stiffness of actuator, then the influence of actuator on HLS is negligible and they are individually matched to each other. In addition, if the maximal torque of actuator approximates to that of HLS, this actuator will be regarded as Standard Actuator of HLS, and this HLS shall be regarded as Standard HLS of the actuator. Frequency response of HLS in static locked-rotor status can be used to compare with the requirement to regulate the design. (4) When pair up a HLS with a variety of actuators, make sure that the maximal output torque of these actuators approximates to but not much less than this HLS, or it must be replaced by another suitable HLS. It is recommended that the torque redundancy of HLS should be appropriate. It is not correct to cover a wide range of actuators in terms of maximal loading torque for an oversize HLS does not complement a small actuator perfectly. (5) As for a specific actuator, a matched HLS can be designed based on the conclusions given by this paper. Frequency response of the well-designed HLS in static locked-rotor status can represent its characteristics with a real actuator because it is easy to be measured.
in another form,
Appendix C. Notation
The parameters, variables and conditions this article involves are defined as follows: (see Table C1 ) 
